and measure the intensity of the mouthfeel attributes. Alongside, the suitability of different 48 instrumental techniques (rheology, particle size, tribology and microstructure ,using instrumental techniques for mouthfeel perception characterization.
Introduction 80
Wine is a unique and complex matrix that creates numerous sensations. These sensations 81 appear even before the wine is consumed and persist even after the wine is swallowed (also intensities. In spite of the importance of wine tasting, the use of a sensory panel can be 104 expensive and the training can be longer than instrumental characterization. Also, it is 105 possible that the terms used by an expert with special sensory training may not be 106 understood by others (Lehrer & Lehrer, 2016 In order to gain deeper in the understanding of the influence of individual wine components 157 on mouthfeel, this study has two main objectives: (i) to study the oral sensations perceived 
178
Samples were formulated one day before the analysis, filtered and adjusted to pH 3.8 using 179 tartaric acid (1%) and kept in darkness at 17 ºC until analysis. The eight different 180 formulations studied are shown in Table 1 . Panelists were instructed to focus on the mouthfeel characteristics, but if they believed that 202 a particular taste or aroma was a key wine discriminating attribute, they were encouraged 
364
The HS was the most viscous sample and when water was added in the same ratio as 365 compared to that of the wine models (1:1 w/w), a dilution effect was observed with HS 366 becoming less viscous. Therefore, HS+water was used to compare the wines and not just 367 HS. As it can be observed in Figure 3, Figure 4 shows the friction coefficient versus entrainment speed for each sample analyzed.
377
For easiness of interpretation, l trend line was fitted.
378
At lower entrainment speed (< 100 mm/sec), typically defined as a boundary lubrication 
Discussion

416
The present study constitutes one of the first approaches to integrate sensory evaluation 
475
At the boundary lubrication regime of the wine model tested, it can be observed that WG 476 was the sample with less traction coefficient, therefore, glycerol had a lubricant effect .. 
480
To our knowledge there has been only one previous study that has analyzed wine samples 481 using tribology techniques. was able to display the difference in lubrication due to glycerol. However, due to the low 514 pH of the samples, the differences found in astringency by the trained panel, were not found 515 using a tribometer.
516
Therefore, these results suggest that instrumental methods cannot completely account for 517 the complexity of the human perception, but can help to understand some of the in-mouth 
